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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that a homotopy pushout of a homotopy monomorphism is not a homotopy 
monomorphism. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Recall that f : X --f Y is a homotopy monomorphism in HCW*, the homotopy 
category of pointed path-connected CW-spaces, if given u, u : 2 -+ X, f o u N f o v 
implies u - 21 [2]. 
In [3], L. Hong and S. Wenhuai have proved that, if 
is a homotopy pullback and f is a homotopy epimorphism then f’ is also a homotopy 
epimorphism. 
Then a natural question was to ask if the dual of this theorem is true or not, mainly if 
we have a homotopy pushout 
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in which f is a homotopy monomorphism, is f’ a homotopy monomorphism? In [6], 
M. Mather gave an example of non-simply connected spaces where this is not true. In 
this paper, we give an example of simply connected spaces where this result doesn’t hold 
either. 
2. The example 
Consider the homotopy pushout: 
P 1 ! S2XS7 
9x {*} 
f’Yf 
where Y is a pointed CW complex whose 6-skeleton is the fat wedge T(S*, S3, S3), i.e., 
the set of triples belonging to S* x S3 x S3 with one component equal to the base point. 
The other cells of Y have a dimension at least 9 and are introduced to make r>,(Y) = 0. 
The map f is the identity on the sphere S* and the triple Whitehead product (S*, S3, S3) 
on the sphere S7. The map 4 is the canonical projection consisting to collapse S* into a 
point. The space Y’ has the form Y’ 2 S3 x S3 V S5 V S5 V S9 U e” U el” U . . 
Theorem. The map f : S* x S1 + Y is a monomorphism in the rational homotopy 
category and f’ is not a homotopy monomorphism. 
It results from this that in the rationalized pushout 
f0 is a homotopy monomorphism and fl, is not. 
To prove our theorem, we will use the following proposition proved in [5]. We use 
here the theory of Sullivan minimal models. For the definitions and notations we refer 
to [l] and [4]. 
Proposition. Zf f : (A(X $ Y), D) + (AX, 0) satisjies 
- f(Y) = 0, 
- f(x) = z vz E x, 
_ DY c A22Y @ AX, 
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_ DX c (A>*Y 8 AX) @ AX, 
then the spatial realization of f, (f ), is a monomorphism. 
For recall, the spatial realization is a functor going from commutative differential 
graded algebras whose homology is 1 -connected and of finite type to rational spaces [4]. 
Proof. The Sullivan minimal model of the map f is given by: 
(A(a2,b3,c3,y3,~,),da=db=dc=0,dy=a2,dz=abc) 
+ (A(a2, L&,y7), do = a*) 
2 (A+* @ fly> 0). 
By the previous proposition f is clearly a monomorphism. We show that f’ is not a 
monomorphism in the rational homotopy category. 
The Sullivan minimal model of Y’ is 
MY! = (A(b,c,x,y,~,u,v,w,X1,X21X3:X4,X5,X6,...),d), 
lb1 = /c/ = 3: 1x1 = IYI = 5, IZJ = ItI = IUI = 1211 = 7, 
1~1 = IX,/ =9, i= 1,...,6, 
db = dc = dx = dy = 0, dz = bx, dt = cy, du = by, 
dv = cx, dw = xy> dX, = bz, dX2 = bu, dX3 = ct, 
dX4 = cv, dX5 = bt + cu. dX6 = bv + cz, . 
Consider the composite: 
k s* x s1 3 s1 v s9 f’ Y' 
where the maps k and 1 are defined in the following way: the map k is the canonical 
projection followed by the injection: 
s2 x s7 + s7 ‘) s7 v s9; 
and 1 consists to collapse S* into a point: 
s2 x s7 + s= x s1/s= x {*} = s’ v s9. 
It’s clear that k is not homotopic to 1 because they do not induce the same map in 
cohomology. We show that f’ o k - f’ o 1: 
We define a homotopy 
@: (AY’ 18 Au’ 8 AY”, D) + (A(cw2, /&, yl), dp = cy*) 
where s is a derivation of degree -1, sY’ = y’, SF’ = 0, DY’ = Y”, DY” = 0, and 
such that f’k(y’) = @(y’), 
f’l(y’) = f’k(y’) + D@(f) + @(sD)(y’) + ;@(sD)‘(y’) + . . . , 
for all y’ in AY’. Letting G(b) = cy, G(C) = 0, @(Y;,) = 0. It’s now straightforward to 
verify that f’ o k = f’ o 1. 
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